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Situated on State Route 60 east of Winchester, Kentucky, Vinewood is a two-story 
brick Italianate villa that is distinguished by a Tuscan tower on its southeast corner. 
The apparent complexity of the massing and fenestration of Vinewood assume a 
comprehensible order when the building is described as a symmetrical three-bay, 
double-pile house which encloses in plan four rooms around an L-shaped stair hall. 
To this basic traditional form, retained by a provincial interpreter of Italianate 
architecture, were added the tower, an octagonal bay, porches and auxiliary masses 
which melt into the strongly irregular, organic sense that the house projects. Vinewood 
is fortunate to have survived today in excellent and near-original condition.

The house is constructed of Flemish bond brickwork on the south, or principal facade, 
and of five-course American bond on all other facades. Functioning as additional 
emphasis for the entrance facade, rusticated sandstone faces the raised basement. 
Additionally, sandstone moldings are used for the sill line courses, beltcourses, and 
lintels on the south wall. On all other facades, advanced and painted courses of 
brick provide the horizontal punctuation of the sill lines and beltcourses, while wooden 
lintels suffice over the doors and windows. All cornice lines of Vinewood are 
heavily emphasized with wood moldings and brackets, and with intermediate panels of 
recessed brick. The bracket designs range from the exaggerated cymas which are 
used on the south cornice and around the central pediment to the stiffly-stylized 
triangles which finish the less-scrutinized cornice line of the tower.

There are three porches at Vinewood, all of which are original. Shading the three
bays of the principal facade, the bracketed front porch tends to emphasize the conservative
symmetrical core of Vinewood. The porte-cochere on the east wall is supported
by austere brick piers and is almost devoid of decoration. Finally, the two-story
recessed porch within the northwest corner of the house completes the near-square
of the Vinewood double pile.

The complex roof structure, a combination of gables and hips, retains the original 
slate shingles. The four principal chimneys^serving the four rooms of the main 
double pile, are each constructed of three individual stacks which are engaged at the 
base and cap. Located on the north slope of the tower roof is a fifth set of engaged 
stacks. Functional single stacks are located on the lesser kitchen pile, which projects 
from the plane of the north facade. ''

;". -•'<'." /'*...- '.'• ' -'•'' '. •'' - >'L.C '••• f

All windows have their original six-over-six elongated double-hung sash..-' The main 
entrance is emphasized by a heavily molded surround of the period and with stock
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c. 1861 BUILDER/ARCHITECT
attributed to Major Thomas Lewinski

Located on the eastern rim of the Bluegrass, Vinewood originally presided over one of 
the large stockfarms for which the region is so famous. Clark County in particular was 
noted in the nineteenth century for its fine cattle herds, for the importing and developing 
of the Shorthorn breed which, after considerable debate and controversy, came to be 
accepted as the variety most suitable for the area. Benjamin Groom, for whom Vinewood 
was built, was one of those engaged in the breeding of the popular Shorthorn. The 
house survives as an excellent provincial but sensitive interpretation of Italianate 
domestic architecture.

The design of Vinewood has been persuasively attributed by Bettye Lee Mastin to 
Major Thomas Lewinski, prominent mid-19th-century Lexington architect, largely on 
the basis of similarities to White Hall (The Cassius Marcellus Clay House; listed on 
the National Register March 11, 1971), near Richmond, south of Winchester. Although 
the composition is an unusual one, with symmetrical blocks arranged asymmetrically, 
it effectively crowns the elevated site. The house has exceptional craftsmanship, both 
inside and out, particularly the fine brickwork and unusual amount of fine-grained 
stone trim. Lavish interior woodwork, dramatic spaces, and colored glass panels 
contribute to the distinction of the house, which is set among rolling fields with 
interesting nearby outbuildings.

The history of Kentucky as a producer of blooded cattle has its origin in England and 
the advances made there during the 18th century in the breeding of cattle which promoted 
building up of fine herds (Rice, p. 35). The first significant importing of English cattle 
to the United States was by General H. D. Gough of Maryland in 1783. One of the 
purchasers of one of GoughT s stock was Matthew Patton, also of Maryland, who emi 
grated to Clark County, Kentucky, in 1790, bringing selected cows with him. The first 
Kentucky breeder to import English cattle was Lewis Sanders in 1817. (For more 
information .see "Grass Hiljs," in Carroll County placed on the National Register August 
22, 1975.) The Patton stock, along with the Shorthorn, Longhorn, and Hereford 
importations by Sanders, Henry Clay and others, laid the basis for an improved cattle 
industry in the Bluegrass (Rice, p. 38).
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Italianate double doors. The most unusual opening of the house are the four sets of 
paired Italianate windows which make the Tuscan tower at Vinewood such an excep 
tional stylistic asset. Each pair of arched windows is separated by a Corinthian 
pilaster which balances a circular window. This entire group is surmounted by a 
molded sandstone arch.

The interior details of Vinewood share the common feature of large and elongated 
scale. Excepting the mahogany staircase, all of the interior woodwork is painted 
and grained. All interior doors are six-panel, raised-panel: the two top panels 
of all the doors on the first floor hold original stained glass. The central hallway 
is divided at the turn of the L by an elaborately-carved decorative arch which 
is also painted and grained. In the parlor, the southwest room of the double pile, 
the octagonal bay is set off by a pair of fluted Corinthian columns. The outstanding 
feature of the Vinewood interior is the quadruple-run, open-string staircase of 
deeply carved mahogany with an elaborate octagonal newel post. The stairwell is lit 
by an original stained-glass skylight.

All mantels are of the Italianate period. Those on the main floor are marble, while 
those in secondary rooms are iron cast in the same arched design.

Surviving as the only original outbuilding at Vinewood is the three-bay brick carriage 
house which, with its wooden lintels and advanced central bay, echoes the principal 
three bays and central pediment of the south facade of the residence itself. The 
arched center window on the second floor is original, but the two arched doorways 
on the ground level appear to be later alterations.
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The years after 1817 witnessed careful experimentation by central Kentucky cattle 
raisers to determine which breeds were best for the area. By 1821, however, 
Shorthorns proved the unanimous choice. Importations continued throughout the 
first half of the 19th century, contributing heavily to making Kentucky a supply 
center of fine cattle for other southern and western states. States one 
writer on the period:

On the eve of the Civil War, Kentucky was a leader in the importation 
and improvement of fine cattle, particularly the Shorthorn Durham. 
This position... was achieved in a somewhat spasmodic manner, but 
by 1860 there was a feeling that the cattle produced in Kentucky were 
hard to surpass, not only in the United States, but in England as well. 
The foundations which were laid in the antebellum years were important 
in giving to Kentucky the high place which she held in the beef and dairy 
industries" (Rice, p. 47).

One of Clark County's most widely known breeders of the Shorthorn cattle during 
the mid-1800s was Colonel Benjamin B. Groom, whose success in the cattle business 
can be seen in the large 19-room Victorian mansion he built for himself around 
1861 at the center of his farm. Groom encountered financial difficulties after 
the Civil War, however, and during the panic of 1875 was forced to sell the farm 
to the Prewitt family. Groom subsequently moved to Texas where he became 
the manager of the Franklyn Land Cattle Company. The town of Groomtown, Texas, 
is said to have been named for him.

In the late 19th century, the 632-acre farm came into the possession of the Besuden
family, who in the twentieth century became well-known as breeders of Southdown
sheep. The present owner continues in that tradition.
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